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Abstract
Human exposure induced by wireless communication systems increasingly draws the public attention.
Here, an indoor down-link scenario is concerned and the exposure level is statistically analyzed. The
electromagnetic field (EMF) emitted by a WiFi box is measured and electromagnetic dosimetry features
are evaluated from the whole-body specific absorption rate as computed with a Finite-Difference Time-
Domain (a.k.a. FDTD) code. Due to computational cost, a statistical analysis is performed based on a
surrogate model, which is constructed by means of so-called sparse polynomial chaos expansion (PCE),
where the inner cross validation (ICV) is used to select the optimal hyperparameters during the model
construction and assess the model performance. However, the ICV error is optimized and the model as-
sessment tends to be overly optimistic with small data sets. The method of cross-model validation is used
and outer cross validation is carried out for the model assessment. The effects of the data preprocessing
are investigated as well. Based on the surrogate model, the global sensitivity of the exposure to input
parameters is analyzed from Sobol’ indices.
Keywords: Specific absorption rate, surrogate model, polynomial chaos expansion,
least angle regression, orthogonal matching pursuit, cross-model validation,
double cross validation, Sobol’ indices, global sensitivity analysis,
data preprocessing
1 Introduction
Human exposure [37] to radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields (EMF) increasingly draws public
attention [38] due to the rapid development of wireless communications and the Internet-of-Things (IoT).
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The exposure by pervasive telecommunication devices and infrastructures needs to be evaluated. Research
efforts have been carried out recently, in which the exposure level is evaluated by the computation of
the specific absorption rate (SAR) [37], which quantifies the power absorbed by human tissues. The
distribution of electric field inside the body is estimated by measurements with an equivalent phantom
or by simulation with a numerical modeling approach, e.g., finite-difference in time-domain (FDTD) [29]
and finite-element methods (FEM) [30].
According to the position of the human body under consideration, the investigation of electromagnetic
dosimetry is often divided into indoor scenarios [13; 14; 12] and outdoor ones [7; 23], where near fields
and far field are respectively considered. Particular attention is given to indoor scenarios here, since
people spend about 70% of their time inside rooms [41]. So, in comparison with far-field scenarios, the
emitting source can be placed quite close to the human body and the exposure level may be high. Despite
related researches mainly on deterministic investigation of several representative cases [14; 13], a statistical
analysis [37] is necessary to estimate the human exposure with uncertain factors (e.g., frequency, distance)
and exhibit the key impacting factors, especially in highly varying scenarios.
Monte-Carlo simulations are often run for statistical analysis but may be intractable in our case due
to the high computational/measurement cost to compute SAR. Recently, surrogate models based on
the polynomial chaos expansions (PCE) have been constructed to approximate the complicated relation
between the EMF exposure and the impacting factors [26; 25; 32]. Expanding the EMF exposure on
orthogonal multivariate polynomials, the expansion coefficients are obtained as the ordinary least square
(OLS) solution. To avoid the high variance of the constructed model and the overfitting problem, the
cardinality of the basis should be constrained by setting a maximum value for the total degree of polynomi-
als [28]. However, the curse-of-dimensionality, i.e., the fact that the cardinality of the basis polynomially
increases with the number of considered factors and the total degree, prevents broad applications of or-
dinary PCE-based surrogate models. Then, to reduce the basis size, approaches to construct so-called
sparse PCE model [5; 4; 28] have been proposed to only include the most influential polynomials in the
PCE model. The influence of polynomials is usually measured by the correlation with the responses and
the polynomials included in the sparse PCE model are selected by least angle regression (LARS) [11] or
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [31].
Two hyperparameters, the total degree of polynomials and the number of included polynomials in the
final model, are involved in the construction of sparse PCE models [28]. Their selection is performed via
cross validation (CV). The hyperparameters corresponding to the smallest CV error are treated as optimal.
This criterion of smallest CV error is also used to assess the prediction performance of the final model.
Therefore, CV plays the role for both model selection (hyperparameter selection) and model assessment.
However, it has been recognized that if the final model is obtained via an extensive optimization by the
CV and the performance is assessed by the same CV based on the same experimental design (ED), the
model assessment tends to be optimistic [1].
In the mentioned above study, over-optimistic model assessments appear with small training data
sets, which include tens to hundreds of samples. So-called cross-model validation (CMV) [1; 3] is used
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to overcome the bias of the assessment. Regarding the CV for the model selection as the first-layer
validation, a second-layer CV is introduced to assess the constructed model on data independent of the
training process. With the assessment of models constructed with LARS and OMP by CMV, the best
model is chosen for predictions and inferences. Meanwhile, data preprocessing (e.g. representation of
inputs in Cartesian or spherical coordinate system) significantly impacts the performance of the surrogate
model. Such effects are investigated here.
The problem statement describing the down-link dosimetry case study is given in Section 2. Sparse
PCE models based on LARS and OMP are considered in Section 3. In Section 4, the idea of CMV is
introduced in detail and the assessment accuracy is illustrated by results in Section 5, where the effect of
data preprocessing is shown as well.
2 Experimental design (ED)
Figure 1: Uncertain parameters considered in the indoor down-link scenario.
The scenario of interest is sketched in Fig. 1, where a WiFi box working at 2, 400 MHz is moving
along the wall of a 4 × 3 × 2 m3 room and a high-resolution female model, named as ”Eartha” from
the Virtual Family [8], is standing inside. The positions of the WiFi box and human model impact the
electromagnetic exposure, which is quantified by the whole-body SAR, i.e., the averaged SAR over the
whole body.
The averaged SAR over the body V is computed according to
SAR =
1
V
∫
V
|E(r)|2σ(r)
ρ(r)
dr, (1)
where V is the volume of V, |E(r)|2 is the root-mean-square of electric field, and σ(r), ρ(r) denote
conductivity and density at the sampling position r. From Eq.(1), one sees that the uncertain factors
influencing the SAR computation may come from the accuracy of measured/simulated electric fields,
the physical properties of tissues, and the numerical computation of the integral in Eq. (1). Here, only
the uncertainty of the electric field due to the relative position of the source and the human model is
considered.
In the global Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 1, the position of the WiFi box and the one
of the human model are denoted by (xs, ys, zs) and (xp, yp, zp), respectively. The human model is supposed
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Source (notation) Range Human model (notation) Range
xs (X1) [0.3, 3.7] m x
p (X4) [0.05, 3.95] m
ys (X2) [0.3, 2.7] m y
p (X5) [0.05, 2.95] m
zs (X3) [0.25, 2] m θ
p (X6) [0, 360) degree
Table 1: Range of the uncertain variables.
to stand in the room, thus zp is considered a constant and not a uncertain variable. Its orientation may
matter and is considered through the parameter θp. Therefore, six uncertain variables are involved in
the uncertainty analysis. Assuming the variables follow uniform distributions, the input space is defined
by the ranges given in Table 1, where 0.25 m is the minimum height of source, 0.3 m, 0.05 m are the
minimum distance of human model and source to the wall, respectively. To efficiently characterize the
response of the physical system with a limited number of samples, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [39]
is used to determine the input samples while the corresponding whole-body SAR is computed according
to the following procedures.
When the human body is far from the emitting source, the front of the incident wave is approximately
planar and the source is often treated as planar waves [20; 9]. However, this approximation is not
applicable in our case since the source may be quite close to the human body and the near field should
be analyzed too. To characterize the near field scattered by the box, the measurement system StarLab
by MVG R© is used to measure the field. The field is expressed as a spherical wave expansion [18], with
which an in-house FDTD code can be used to compute the field inside a high-resolution (1 mm3) human
model. However, the room size is too large to be directly considered in the FDTD code. The analyzed
region is then reduced by computing a Huygens box enclosing the human model [32]. As a result, the
computational burden becomes bearable with the utilization of GPU techniques and about 3 hours are
required for each single deterministic computation. However, the computation cost is still too high to
envisage statistical analysis by Monte-Carlo simulations. A surrogate model (or metamodel) is built in
the next section to mimic the nonlinear relation between the whole-body SAR and six input parameters.
3 Surrogate modeling based on polynomial chaos expansions
To facilitate the illustration, let us denote the six parameters gathered in Table 1 by {Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6},
the computed whole-body SAR by Y , and the resulting SAR Y =M(X). Assuming E[Y 2] < +∞, the
polynomial chaos expansion of the random SAR reads:
Y =
∑
α∈N6
βαΨα(X). (2)
The construction of the basis follows the theory of generalized PCE (gPCE) [40; 35]. Ψα is a multivariate
polynomial, which is a tensor product of univariate polynomials, i.e.,
ψα(X) = piα1(X1)× . . .× piα6(X6), (3)
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where α = [α1, . . . , α6], αi as the degree of the univariate polynomial in variable Xi. The polynomial
family piαi depends on the probability density function (PDF) of the random variable Xi. Since all input
parameters have uniform distributions, Legendre polynomials are used to construct the basis polynomials
in our case study. The hyperparameter α and the expansion coefficient βα are learned from the available
input samples {x(1), . . . ,x(N)} and corresponding output values {y(1), . . . , y(N)}, N being the size of the
experimental design (ED).
In practice, the infinite series of Eq. (2) shall be truncated and the most influential basis polynomials
are to be included in the truncation. The commonly utilized approach is setting a maximum value to the
total degree of basis polynomials [4], i.e.,
∑6
i=1 αi ≤ p. Such a setting yields the so-called full PCE model.
The value of p decides for the flexibility of the PCE model. With a large p, the constructed model tends
to be unbiased but with a high variance (especially when only a small set of data are available) and vice
versa. An optimization is necessary to select the p corresponding to the best model, given a particular set
of runs. Here, “best” is defined in terms of prediction accuracy, since the prediction ability is of interest.
The assessment of prediction performance is often carried out by cross validation (CV), which includes
the technique of leaving-many-out [17], bootstrapping [10] and k-fold CV [2]. The latter is performed by
dividing the whole set of data points into k subsets with approximately the same size and by evaluating
the surrogate model built from (k− 1) subsets on the remaining k-th subset. With k = N , the k-fold CV
becomes the so-called leave-one-out CV and the validation error is computed by
LOO =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
M(x(n))− M̂−(n)(x(n))
)2
, (4)
where the superscript “(n)” denotes the n-th sample, n = 1, 2, . . . , N , and M̂−(n) denotes the surrogate
model trained by leaving the n-th sample out. This way, the value of p corresponding to the minimum
CV error is selected.
Denote Afull as the set of selected α, ΨAfull = [Ψα,α ∈ Afull], and β = [βα, ,α ∈ Afull]T , “T” the
transposition operator. The truncated PCE of Eq. (2) is written as
Mfull(X) =
∑
α∈Afull
βαΨα(X) = ΨAfullβAfull . (5)
The ordinary-least-square (OLS) solution to the expansion coefficients is
βˆAfull =
(
ΨTAfullΨAfull
)−1
ΨTAfully, (6)
where y is the vector gathering the SAR values computed for each input vector x(i), i = 1, . . . , N . With
ΨAfull and βˆAfull , the full PCE model is constructed with Eq. (5). However, the cardinality of Afull equals(
p+6
p
)
, which increases polynomially with p. As a result, the construction process of full PCE models
suffers from the curse-of-dimensionality [15], which means that the required ED size shall become large
to avoid the high variance (or the overfitting problem) of the constructed model. Then, so-called sparse
polynomial chaos expansions [4; 5] have been proposed to reduce the basis.
Measuring the influence of multivariate polynomials by the correlation with the sampled output data,
only the most correlated polynomials are included in the sparse PCE model. Matching pursuit algorithms,
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For p = 1, 2, . . . , pmax,
1. Initialization: residual R0 = y, active set Aa0 = ∅, candidate set Ac0 = Afullp .
2. For j = 1, 2, . . . , Pmax = min{N − 1, card(Afullp )},
1) Find the basis element most correlated with Rj−1: αj = arg maxα∈Acj−1
∣∣∣RTj−1ψα∣∣∣.
2) Update Aaj = Aaj−1 ∪αj and Acj = Acj−1 \αj .
3) With ψAaj , compute βj as the OLS solution.
4) Update residual Rj = y −ψTAajβj .
End
3. Based on ψAaj and βj , compute 
LOO
j , j = 1, 2, . . . , Pmax.
4. minp = min{LOOj }, P = arg minj LOOj and the PCE model corresponding to ψAaP is selected.
5. For p > 2, if minp > 
min
p−1 > minp−2, stop.
End
Table 2: Sparse PCE model based on orthogonal matching pursuit.
e.g., orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [31] and least angle regression (LARS) [11], have been applied
to rank and select the basis polynomials. The procedures to construct sparse PCE models based on OMP
are summarized in Table 2 [27], where the number of included polynomials is smaller than N − 1 to
avoid overfitting modeling and the optimal number is decided by cross validation. The maximum value
of p is denoted as pmax and the optimal value is decided by an early-stop criterion, i.e., when the CV
error increases for two subsequent values of p, the algorithm will stop to avoid the overfitting problem.
The model construction with LARS follows a similar procedure and is shown less greedy, since the data
residual R evolves with equiangular directions of the basis instead of the basis itself [27; 11].
4 Cross-model validation
As mentioned in Section 3, a number of candidate surrogate models is constructed with the training data
set by tuning the hyperparameters of the training process, i.e., the number of included polynomials in
the final model P and the total degree of multivariate polynomials p. With the model selection by cross
validation, the surrogate model with the smallest validation error (LOO here) is chosen as the final model.
The best model in terms of a given training process has the smallest validation error in ideal cases.
However, the possibility for a candidate PCE model getting underestimated assessments may lead to a
validation error even smaller than the error with the “true” model. Consequently, this candidate model
would be selected despite that it is suboptimal. Moreover, if this smallest validation error is used as the
metric of model assessment, which is the case for some applications of sparse PCE models [32; 22], the
finally selected surrogate model would be over-optimistically assessed. This phenomenon is the so-called
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model-selection bias and can be detected by comparing the above validation error for model selection and
the testing error which is obtained from the prediction on a data set independent of the training process.
The bias is detected if the validation error is much smaller than the testing error.
The phenomenon of model-selection bias happens in the research of Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationship (QSAR) [34], where a suitable subset of a high number of molecular descriptors is selected
to optimize the model representation. The technique of cross-model validation (CMV) [1] (or double
cross validation [3]) was proposed with the knowledge that the data for model assessment should not be
involved in the model construction or selection.
CMV introduces a second-layer cross validation, which is so-called outer CV, while the CV for model
selection is inner CV. In the outer CV, the experimental design is randomly divided into two disjoint data
sets, one for model assessment, the other for model construction and selection. This way, the data set for
model assessment is independent of the training process. Thus, the outer CV error is an unbiased metric
for model assessment.
Approaches including the holdout method [2], leave-many-out, and k-fold CV are commonly utilized
to split ED. The leave-one-out CV is applied in the outer CV considering the following aspects. First,
most of available data are used for training in LOOCV to improve the surrogate-modeling performance,
especially considering that cases with a quite small ED are of concern here. In addition, the outer CV
actually assesses surrogate models constructed from subsets of the ED. Strictly speaking, the final model
trained with the whole set of available data is not validated and the assessment by outer CV tends to
be pessimistic due to less training data. Since only a single sample is left out from the training process,
outer LOOCV can well approximate the performance of the final model.
 
                                                                                                           
 
𝑛 = 1,2,… ,𝑁 
Experimental design   𝒙 𝑛 ,𝒚 𝑛  ,𝑛 = 1,2,… ,𝑁   
Leave the 𝑛-th sample out for outer CV 
Predict the 𝑛-th sample 𝑀 − 𝑛  𝒙 𝑛   
Construct a sparse PCE model  𝑀 − 𝑛  with the remaining 
data, in which inner CV select hyperparameters 
Compute 𝜖LOO based on Eq. (4) 
Figure 2: Flow chart of outer leave-one-out cross validation.
Fig. 2 gives the flow chart performing the outer CV by leaving a single sample out. Remark that,
although each sample is sequentially left out for outer CV, actually no sample is totally independent of
the training process. However, the mode-selection bias is absent since the sample for outer CV is not
involved in the model construction and selection in every single data division.
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Due to the introduction of outer LOOCV, N surrogate models are built to compute the outer CV
error and about N − 1 times more computations are required. Since cases with small ED are of concern,
the construction of a single surrogate model is usually efficient and the running of outer CV is tractable.
Otherwise, after the division of ED, since the model construction with different training data sets is
independent of each other, parallel computational techniques (e.g., distributed computation) can be used.
5 Results
The sparse PCE models are constructed with the open-source software UQLab V1.2.0 [28], in which
LARS or OMP is used to select influential basis polynomials. Default configurations of UQLab for sparse
PCE models are adopted, except that the value of pmax in Table 2 is set at 10. This section shows the
model assessment by inner CV, CMV and independent testing. The improved performance based on
pre-processing the data and the results of sensitivity analysis are shown in the second subsection.
5.1 Validation
The accuracy of model assessments by inner CV and outer CV (or CMV) is checked by the validation on
independent testing data, the size of which should be large enough to ensure the testing accuracy. For
the concerned scenario, since the size of the available data is limited, a subset (e.g., half) of the data is
arbitrarily drawn for independent testing. The over-optimistic assessment by inner CV is independent of
the considered scenarios. Two analytical functions, namely the Ishigami function and borehole function,
are analyzed. In these two cases, a large set of testing data is easily achievable.
According to the above illustration, one has a three-layer validation including inner CV, outer CV
and independent testing. Inner CV is commonly used to do both hyperparameter selection and model
assessment. In the framework of cross-model validation, the model assessment is performed by outer CV
instead. The assessment accuracy is examined by the independent testing.
The validation error corresponding with the three-layer validation is denoted by type, where the
subscript is “ICV” fo inner CV, “OCV” for outer CV or “test” for testing. Here, ICV is withdrawn from
UQLab, in which the LOOCV is performed and the validation error is corrected [6] by
ICV = 
LOO
(
1− card(A)
N
)−1 (
1 + tr((ΨTΨ)−1)
)
, (7)
where “card” and “tr” means the cardinality of a set and the trace of a matrix. Based on the validation
error, the determination coefficient is computed as
Q2type = 1−
type
var(y)
, (8)
which indicates that with a better surrogate model, the associated Q2 is closer to 1. If the inner and
outer CV can properly assess the PCE model, we would expect that Q2ICV ≈ Q2test and Q2OCV ≈ Q2test.
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5.1.1 Ishigami function
The Ishigami function [21], which is widely used for benchmarking in uncertainty quantification and
sensitivity analysis, is defined by
Y = sinX1 + a sin
2X2 + bX
4
3 sinX1, (9)
where a = 7, b = 0.1 here. All random variables Xi, i = 1, 2, 3, are independent and uniformly distributed
over [−pi, pi]. Legendre polynomials are used to compose the basis according to the principle of the
generalized PCE.
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
−1
0
1
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(a) LARS
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
−2
0
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(b) OMP
Figure 3: Ishigami function - mean of Q2 over 100 replications versus the increasing number of training data.
Samples in the input space are obtained by Latin hypercube sampling (LHS). The testing data are
composed of 104 samples, while the number of training data N increases from 10 to 70 and 100 replications
are performed for each N . The obtained validation results are shown in Fig. 3, where Q¯2 denotes the
averaged quantity over the replications. As observed, no matter with LARS or OMP, the inner CV tends
to optimistically assess the constructed model and over-optimistic assessments happen when N ≤ 40,
where the variance of the surrogate modeling is high and the possibility for a candidate model having
smaller (underestimated) validation error than the true model is large. In contrast, the outer CV is likely
to have slightly pessimistic assessments and the bias extent decreases as the performance of the surrogate
model improves.
5.1.2 Borehole function
The Borehole funtion [19] models the water flow through a borehole and is defined as
Y =
2piTu(Hu −Hl)
ln(r/rw) (1 + Tu/Tl) + 2LTu/r2wKw
(10)
The description and distribution of the involved eight independent variables are given in Table 3. While
Legendre polynomials are used for the variables with uniform distributions, Hermite polynomials are used
for the other variables after the isoprobabilistic transformation into standard normal variables [24].
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Name Distribution Bounds Description
rw (m) N (0.10, 0.0161812) [0.05, 0.15] radius of borehole
r (m) Lognormal(7.71, 1.0056) [100, 50000] radius of influence
Tu (m
2/yr) Uniform [63070, 115600] transmissivity of upper aquifer
Hu (m) Uniform [990, 1110] potentiometric head of upper aquifer
Tl (m
2/yr) Uniform [63.1, 116] transmissivity of lower aquifer
Hl (m) Uniform [700, 820] potentiometric head of lower aquifer
L (m) Uniform [1120, 1680] length of borehole
Kw (m/yr) Uniform [9855, 12045] hydraulic conductivity of borehole
Table 3: Borehole function - description and distribution of input variables.
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
0
0.5
1
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(a) LARS
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
−4
−2
0
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(b) OMP
Figure 4: Borehole function - mean of Q2 over 100 replications versus the increasing number of training data.
Sampling the input space by LHS method and taking 104 data for independent testings, the deter-
mination coefficients computed by the three-layer validation are given in Fig. 4, where the optimistic
assessments by ICV and pessimistic ones by OCV are observed. The over-optimistic assessment by ICV
occurs when the constructed surrogate model has a poor performance, which happens when N = 10 with
LARS and N = 10, . . . , 50 with OMP. In contrast, the outer CV slightly underestimates poor surrogate
models but can properly assess the ones with high Q2. Thus, one may conclude that the outer CV fits
the practical requirements for the model assessment, since poor surrogate models can be prevented from
the final application.
5.1.3 Specific absorption rate
Constructing the sparse PCE model with the whole set of data, which includes 350 samples, the prediction
of the training data is shown in Fig. 5. As seen, the surrogate models based on LARS and OMP seem
10
(a) LARS, Q2ICV = 0.8459 (b) OMP, Q
2
ICV = 1.0000
Figure 5: Specific absorption rate - prediction of training data with the sparse PCE model based on the whole
set of data.
to have excellent prediction performance. Especially, the model based on OMP can accurately predict
the training samples with Q2ICV = 1.0000, i.e., the validation error is zero. In some applications of
sparse PCE models, since the inner validation error is so small, the constructed model is to be used to
predict unknown inputs and perform inferences. However, since the data for ICV already participated
in the training process, the performance assessment should be checked further in case of over-optimistic
assessments.
(a) LARS, Q¯2ICV = 0.7490 and Q¯
2
test = 0.4203 (b) OMP, Q¯
2
ICV = 1.0000 and Q¯
2
test = −0.1262
Figure 6: Specific absorption rate - prediction of independent testing data with the sparse PCE model based on
an half set of data
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Randomly choosing half of the data set for independent testing, sparse PCE models are constructed
with the remaining data. Repeating this process 100 times, the prediction of 17, 500 resampled samples is
given in Fig. 6. Although both approaches perform poorly, surrogate models based on LARS seem better
than those based on OMP in the prediction of small whole-body SARs. The averaged Q2test supports
the same conclusion. However, since Q¯2ICV = 1, the OMP-based PCE model would be considered as an
accurate representation of the original FDTD model. One may conclude that the assessment by inner CV
can be quite misleading since it can be over-optimistic.
175 200 225 250 275 300 325
0.4
0.6
0.8
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(a) LARS
175 200 225 250 275 300 325
0
0.5
1
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(b) OMP
Figure 7: Specific absorption rate - mean of Q2 over 100 replications versus the increasing number of training
data.
Since the size of the available data set is usually small, the number of data for model assessment
is preferred to be small so that most of the data is used in the training process. Therefore, the outer
CV in cross-model validation is operated by leave-one-out CV. To check the accuracy of outer CV, a
portion of data is used for testing. Repeating the training and testing process 100 times, the average
determination coefficients are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the size of training data set, N , which
increases from 175 to 325 while the size of testing data set equals 350−N . As observed from the curve of
Q¯2test, the performance of the constructed surrogate model is improved when the size of the experimental
design increases. The sparse PCE models constructed by OMP lead to poor prediction performances with
Q¯2test < 0.16 while LARS is a better choice to built the sparse PCE model in this case study. While
the inner CV always assesses the PCE models in an overoptimistic way, the assessment by outer CV is
close to what is obtained by independent testing. Moreover, the outer CV based on LOOCV slightly
underestimates the determination coefficient for most cases meaning that it tends to give a conservative
error estimate. Then, the whole set of data is put in the training (including outer CV) process and the
obtained Q2OCV = 0.6812 with LARS, which is smaller than Q
2
ICV in Fig. 5(a).
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Figure 8: Specific absorption rate - formulation of input uncertainties in the local polar coordinate system of the
WiFi box.
5.2 Data preprocessing and refined surrogate model based on sensitivity anal-
ysis
The reflections by walls, ground and ceiling are ignored for the computation of SAR. Therefore, the SAR
distribution is determined by the relative position and orientation of the human model vs. the WiFi box.
Then, the considered input uncertainties can be represented in the local coordinate system of the WiFi
box, as sketched in Fig. 8, where the y axis of the local coordinate system, denoted by ys, is always
orthogonal to the box surface and directed towards the inner space. As a result, the positive ys axis is
opposite to the y axis (x axis) when the box is placed on the 3rd wall (4th wall). Denote (xs, ys), (xp, yp)
as Cartesian coordinates of the box and human model in the x, y plane of the global coordinate system.
Keeping zs to represent the height of the box, the other five uncertain variables can be reduced to three
through the following formulas:
xps = x
p − xs, yps = yp − ys, θps = θp, if the box on the 1st wall,
xps = y
s − yp, yps = xp − xs, θps = (θp + 90◦) mod. (360◦), if the box on the 2nd wall,
xps = x
s − xp, yps = ys − yp, θps = (θp + 180◦) mod. (360◦), if the box on the 3rd wall,
xps = y
p − ys, yps = xs − xp, θps = (θp + 270◦) mod. (360◦), if the box on the 4th wall,
(11)
where “mod.” denotes the modulo operator. (rps , ψ
p
s ), as the polar coordinates of (x
p
s , y
p
s ), denote the
relative distance and angle, respectively. Thus, four variables rps , ψ
p
s , θ
p
s , z
s can fully represent the
uncertainty of inputs.
Performing outer CV by LOOCV, the accuracy of model assessment is checked by independent test-
ings. Varying the size of training data (the size of the testing data as well), the averaged determination
coefficients over 100 replications are shown in Fig. 9. Model assessment by inner CV reveals optimistic
(especially with OMP) whereas the outer CV shows unbiasedness. Taking the whole set of data for train-
ing, the outer CV yields Q2OCV = 0.9024 with LARS and 0.8337 with OMP, which are much larger than
the values obtained with six input variables.
Global sensitivity analysis is performed through the computation of total Sobol’ indices, which measure
the total contribution (summation of individual and interacted ones) of an input variable to the response
uncertainty. Based on the PCE model constructed with the whole set of data, the total Sobol’ indices are
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Q¯2OCV
(a) LARS
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Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(b) OMP
Figure 9: Specific absorption rate - mean of Q2 over 100 replications versus N with the reformulated data.
rps ψ
p
s zs θ
p
s
LARS 0.9772 0.0405 0.2039 0.0404
OMP 0.9773 0.0677 0.2324 0.0555
Table 4: Specific absorption rate - total Sobol’ indices computed with the PCE model based on the whole set of
reformulated data.
computed from PCE coefficients [36] and provided in Table 4. The PCE models trained with LARS and
OMP support the same conclusion that the uncertainty of response is mainly contributed to by rps and
zs and the effects of ψps and θ
p
s can be neglected.
175 200 225 250 275 300 325
0.88
0.9
0.92
0.94
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(a) LARS
175 200 225 250 275 300 325
0.85
0.9
0.95
number of training data N
Q¯2test
Q¯2ICV
Q¯2OCV
(b) OMP
Figure 10: Specific absorption rate - mean of Q2 over 100 replications versus N with surrogate models only
considering variables rps and z
s.
Following the result of the sensitivity analysis, surrogate models are constructed only considering two
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(a) LARS, Q¯2OCV = 0.9461 (b) OMP, Q¯
2
OCV = 0.9448
Figure 11: Specific absorption rate - outer cross validation by leaving one sample out when only rps and z
s are
considered as uncertain variables.
uncertain variables, rps and z
s. The accuracy of mode assessment by inner and outer CV is checked by
independent testings, as shown in Fig. 10. With LARS, while inner CV underestimates the CV error for
most cases, the deviation of assessments by inner CV is smaller than 0.03. With OMP, the deviation for
assessments by inner CV becomes larger (e.g. the deviation ≈ 0.08 when N = 175) but outer CV still
closely follows the reference value (provided by independent testings). Making use of the whole set of
data to construct the sparse PCE model and running outer CV by leaving one sample out, the prediction
of all samples left out is shown in Fig. 11, where unbiased estimations are observed. The associated
determination coefficient equals 0.9461 with LARS and 0.9448 with OMP, which are larger than the
values obtained with four input variables, as described before.
6 Conclusions
The human exposure by a WiFi box inside a room is statistically analyzed by constructing a surrogate
model based on polynomial chaos expansion. While the samples of the input space are determined by
Latin hypercube sampling, the response is generated by combining measurements of scattered fields and
an in-house FDTD code through the computation of a Huygens box. Based on a limited sample set, the
sparse PCE model is constructed and assessed by cross validation (CV) (including inner CV and outer
CV). After the pre-processing of the input variables and the sensitivity analysis, it is shown that the
performance of the surrogate models can be improved.
Inner CV is commonly used to perform model selection and assessment during the construction of
sparse PCE models. However, since the CV error is optimized during the model selection, the model
assessment by inner CV is found over-optimistic (especially when the surrogate model does not perform
well due to a very small experimental design). The introduction of outer CV in the methodology of
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cross-model validation allows one to get more accurate estimation of the validation error.
The electromagnetic reflections by walls, ceiling and ground are not considered in the present work.
As a result, the six input variables describing the problem can be fully represented by four variables,
which largely reduce the complexity of the surrogate model. Next, the wave reflections will be taken into
account. Due to mutual scattering, the physics behind may become too complicated to approximate the
physical system by a single surrogate model. Then, the input space may be divided into subregions, for
each of which a surrogate model can be built [16; 33].
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